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In brief
• RSP is a GPGPU language extension from AMD 

that enables efficient work-stealing 

• We worked with AMD to formalise their design (at 
language and HW level). This led to a corrected 
and improved implementation.  

• Formalise  
early in the  
design process!
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1. What is RSP? 

2. Adding RSP to the OpenCL memory model 

3. A formalised implementation of OpenCL+RSP
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C11: flat thread structure

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5



OpenCL: thread groupings

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

workgroup workgroup workgroup
device device



GPUs: hierarchical memory

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

GLOBAL MEMORY 

L2 CACHE

L1 CACHE L1 CACHE

L2 CACHE

L1 CACHE

workgroup workgroup workgroup
device device



Memory scopes



Memory scopes
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store(x,42)
load(x)

workgroup workgroup
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workgroup workgroup
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Memory scopes

T0 T1 T2 T3
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load(x,DV)

workgroup workgroup

ok!



Memory scopes

T0 T1 T2 T3

store(x,42,DV)
load(x,WG)

workgroup workgroup

fault
y!*

*...but the 
OpenCL 
standard 

could easily 
be extended 
to allow this



workgroup A workgroup B

Work-stealing

T0 T1 T2 T3

tailA headA tailB headB

store(headA,_,WG) //pop

store(headA,_,WG) //push



workgroup A workgroup B

Work-stealing

T0 T1 T2 T3

tailA headA

store(headA,_,WG) //pop

store(headA,_,WG) //push

store(headA,_,???) //steal

tailB
headB

no wa
y to 

plug 
this 

hole 
in 

OpenC
L!



Remote-scope promotion

T0 T1 T2 T3

store(x,42,DV) load(x,DV)



Remote-scope promotion

T0 T1 T2 T3

store(x,42,WG) load(x,DV)



Remote-scope promotion

T0 T1 T2 T3

store(x,42,WG) load(x,DV,remote)



Remote-scope promotion

T0 T1 T2 T3

store(x,42,DV,remote) load(x,WG)



workgroup A workgroup B

Work-stealing

T0 T1 T2 T3

tailA headA

store(headA,_,WG) //pop

store(headA,_,WG) //push

store(headA,_,DV,remote) //steal

tailB
headB



This talk

1. What is RSP? 

2. Adding RSP to the OpenCL memory model 

3. A formalised implementation of OpenCL+RSP



Scope inclusion
• In C11ra:   

• In OpenCLra: 
 
 
 
 

• In OpenCL+RSP:  

Taming the complexities of the C11
and OpenCL memory models
— TECHNICAL APPENDIX —

Abstract
We present in §A a change to the wording of the C11 specification
that accommodates our proposed simplifications. We present the full
C11 memory model (without the ‘consume’ memory order) in §B.
We present and explain the full OpenCL memory model, including
barriers, in §C.

A. Proposed change to the C11 specification
Section 4.2 presented our proposal for simplifying the sequential
consistency axioms in the C11 model. We give here our suggestion
for how the specification document can be rephrased to accommo-
date our proposal, while maintaining the prose style used throughout
the rest of the document.

Specifically: paragraphs 6–10 of [11, §7.17.3] can be removed
and replaced with the following three:

1. A value computation A of an object M reads before a
side effect B on M if A and B are different operations
and B follows, in the modification order of M , the side
effect that A observes.

2. A memory_order_seq_cst operation A is SC-before a
memory_order_seq_cst operation B if there are opera-
tions X and Y such that the following all hold:
(a) X reads before Y or X happens before Y or X

precedes Y in modification order,
(b) A either is equal to X or is a fence sequenced before

X , and
(c) B either is equal to Y or is a fence sequenced after

Y .
3. There must be no cycles in SC-before.

B. The C11 memory model in .cat – full version
We present in Fig. 1 the full C11 model (without the ‘consume’
memory order) in the .cat language.

[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]

C. The OpenCL memory model in .cat – full
version

We present in Fig. 2 the full OpenCL model (including execution
barriers) in the .cat language. In the following, we discuss the
changes that must be made to the model, which are highlighted in
the figure.
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Execution barriers and relaxed atomics When orchestrating
communication between threads, via the global or the local memory,
programmers must avoid data races. The traditional mechanism for
avoiding data races in OpenCL is the execution barrier. No thread
can proceed beyond a barrier if another in the work-group has not
yet reached it. Barriers, in turn, present another opportunity for pro-
grammer error: barrier divergence. If we identify each dynamic (i.e.
run-time) instance of a barrier by its position in the code together
with the iteration count of each loop that contains it, then OpenCL
defines barrier divergence as occurring when two threads reach
different dynamic barrier instances.

New in OpenCL 2.0 are C11-style relaxed atomics. Unlike
barriers, which only synchronise within a work-group, relaxed
atomics allow threads in different work-groups to communicate,
and enable fine-grained lock-free concurrent programming style.
Following the OpenCL 2.0 specification, we define barriers in terms
of fences: we represent a barrier as an entry fence followed by an
exit fence, and then impose certain synchronisation axioms.

Event labels These are extended to introduce entry and exit fences,
which are used to represent execution barriers.

Barrier synchronisation This occurs between the entry fence of
one thread and the exit fence of another thread in the same work-
group executing the same dynamic barrier instance.

Barrier divergence This occurs when an entry fence has no
exit fence to synchronise with (Bd).25 The definition is slightly

25 [12, 32/18–21]
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version
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Execution barriers and relaxed atomics When orchestrating
communication between threads, via the global or the local memory,
programmers must avoid data races. The traditional mechanism for
avoiding data races in OpenCL is the execution barrier. No thread
can proceed beyond a barrier if another in the work-group has not
yet reached it. Barriers, in turn, present another opportunity for pro-
grammer error: barrier divergence. If we identify each dynamic (i.e.
run-time) instance of a barrier by its position in the code together
with the iteration count of each loop that contains it, then OpenCL
defines barrier divergence as occurring when two threads reach
different dynamic barrier instances.

New in OpenCL 2.0 are C11-style relaxed atomics. Unlike
barriers, which only synchronise within a work-group, relaxed
atomics allow threads in different work-groups to communicate,
and enable fine-grained lock-free concurrent programming style.
Following the OpenCL 2.0 specification, we define barriers in terms
of fences: we represent a barrier as an entry fence followed by an
exit fence, and then impose certain synchronisation axioms.

Event labels These are extended to introduce entry and exit fences,
which are used to represent execution barriers.

Barrier synchronisation This occurs between the entry fence of
one thread and the exit fence of another thread in the same work-
group executing the same dynamic barrier instance.

Barrier divergence This occurs when an entry fence has no
exit fence to synchronise with (Bd).25 The definition is slightly

25 [12, 32/18–21]
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Execution barriers and relaxed atomics When orchestrating
communication between threads, via the global or the local memory,
programmers must avoid data races. The traditional mechanism for
avoiding data races in OpenCL is the execution barrier. No thread
can proceed beyond a barrier if another in the work-group has not
yet reached it. Barriers, in turn, present another opportunity for pro-
grammer error: barrier divergence. If we identify each dynamic (i.e.
run-time) instance of a barrier by its position in the code together
with the iteration count of each loop that contains it, then OpenCL
defines barrier divergence as occurring when two threads reach
different dynamic barrier instances.

New in OpenCL 2.0 are C11-style relaxed atomics. Unlike
barriers, which only synchronise within a work-group, relaxed
atomics allow threads in different work-groups to communicate,
and enable fine-grained lock-free concurrent programming style.
Following the OpenCL 2.0 specification, we define barriers in terms
of fences: we represent a barrier as an entry fence followed by an
exit fence, and then impose certain synchronisation axioms.

Event labels These are extended to introduce entry and exit fences,
which are used to represent execution barriers.

Barrier synchronisation This occurs between the entry fence of
one thread and the exit fence of another thread in the same work-
group executing the same dynamic barrier instance.

Barrier divergence This occurs when an entry fence has no
exit fence to synchronise with (Bd).25 The definition is slightly

25 [12, 32/18–21]
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C. The OpenCL memory model in .cat – full
version

We present in Fig. 2 the full OpenCL model (including execution
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Execution barriers and relaxed atomics When orchestrating
communication between threads, via the global or the local memory,
programmers must avoid data races. The traditional mechanism for
avoiding data races in OpenCL is the execution barrier. No thread
can proceed beyond a barrier if another in the work-group has not
yet reached it. Barriers, in turn, present another opportunity for pro-
grammer error: barrier divergence. If we identify each dynamic (i.e.
run-time) instance of a barrier by its position in the code together
with the iteration count of each loop that contains it, then OpenCL
defines barrier divergence as occurring when two threads reach
different dynamic barrier instances.

New in OpenCL 2.0 are C11-style relaxed atomics. Unlike
barriers, which only synchronise within a work-group, relaxed
atomics allow threads in different work-groups to communicate,
and enable fine-grained lock-free concurrent programming style.
Following the OpenCL 2.0 specification, we define barriers in terms
of fences: we represent a barrier as an entry fence followed by an
exit fence, and then impose certain synchronisation axioms.

Event labels These are extended to introduce entry and exit fences,
which are used to represent execution barriers.

Barrier synchronisation This occurs between the entry fence of
one thread and the exit fence of another thread in the same work-
group executing the same dynamic barrier instance.

Barrier divergence This occurs when an entry fence has no
exit fence to synchronise with (Bd).25 The definition is slightly

25 [12, 32/18–21]
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Execution barriers and relaxed atomics When orchestrating
communication between threads, via the global or the local memory,
programmers must avoid data races. The traditional mechanism for
avoiding data races in OpenCL is the execution barrier. No thread
can proceed beyond a barrier if another in the work-group has not
yet reached it. Barriers, in turn, present another opportunity for pro-
grammer error: barrier divergence. If we identify each dynamic (i.e.
run-time) instance of a barrier by its position in the code together
with the iteration count of each loop that contains it, then OpenCL
defines barrier divergence as occurring when two threads reach
different dynamic barrier instances.

New in OpenCL 2.0 are C11-style relaxed atomics. Unlike
barriers, which only synchronise within a work-group, relaxed
atomics allow threads in different work-groups to communicate,
and enable fine-grained lock-free concurrent programming style.
Following the OpenCL 2.0 specification, we define barriers in terms
of fences: we represent a barrier as an entry fence followed by an
exit fence, and then impose certain synchronisation axioms.

Event labels These are extended to introduce entry and exit fences,
which are used to represent execution barriers.

Barrier synchronisation This occurs between the entry fence of
one thread and the exit fence of another thread in the same work-
group executing the same dynamic barrier instance.

Barrier divergence This occurs when an entry fence has no
exit fence to synchronise with (Bd).25 The definition is slightly
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Testing OpenCL+RSP 
programs

• We extended Herd to support the new memory model. 

• We simulated the 12 litmus tests designed by the AMD 
developers to define their expectations of RSP. 

• We found 8 were good, but:  
    2 had unintentional races,  
    1 enforced broken behaviour, and  
    1 forbade reasonable behaviour. 

• We also found (and fixed) bugs in their work-stealing 
queue implementation



This talk

1. What is RSP? 

2. Adding RSP to the OpenCL memory model 

3. A formalised implementation of OpenCL+RSP



Implementing RSP
• Model of GPU hardware 

• Assembly-like language, with instructions modelled 
as state transformers 

• Mapping from OpenCL+RSP operations to 
sequences of assembly instructions 

• Can then prove that all behaviours of the compiled 
program are allowed by the OpenCL+RSP MM.



New compilation scheme
na or WG DV (not remote) DV (remote)

r=load(x)

store(x,r)

r=fetch_inc(x)
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New compilation scheme
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r=load(x) LD r x LD r x
INVL1 WG

store(x,r) ST r x FLUL1 WG
ST r x

r=fetch_inc(x) INCL1 r x
FLUL1 WG
INCL2 r x  
INVL1 WG



New compilation scheme
na or WG DV (not remote) DV (remote)

r=load(x) LD r x LD r x
INVL1 WG

LD r x  
FLUL1 DV
INVL1 WG

store(x,r) ST r x FLUL1 WG
ST r x

FLUL1 WG
INVL1 DV 
ST r x

r=fetch_inc(x) INCL1 r x
FLUL1 WG
INCL2 r x  
INVL1 WG

FLUL1 WG
INVL1 DV
INCL2 r x
FLUL1 DV
INVL1 WG

} LKrmw

}LKrmw



Old compilation scheme
na or WG DV (not remote) DV (remote)

r=load(x) LD r x INVL1 WG
LD r x

FLUL1 DV
INVL1 WG
LD r x

store(x,r) ST r x FLUL1 WG
ST r x

FLUL1 WG
ST r x
INVL1 DV
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INCL2 r x
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LK x}
} LK x

}LK x
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New compilation scheme
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r=load(x) LD r x LD r x
INVL1 WG

LD r x  
FLUL1 DV
INVL1 WG

store(x,r) ST r x FLUL1 WG
ST r x
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INVL1 DV 
ST r x

r=fetch_inc(x) INCL1 r x
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INCL2 r x  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Contributions
• Extended OpenCL mm to include RSP 

• Extended Herd with new mm, and used it to find and 
fix bugs in RSP litmus tests and programs 

• Formalised implementation of RSP (model of GPU 
hardware + assembly language) 

• Found and fixed bugs in original compilation 
scheme 

• Proved new improved scheme correct
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Spare slides



A corrupt MP

T0 T1 T2 T3

*x=42;
store(y,1,DV);

if(load(y,DV)==1)
  print(*x);



T0 T1 T2 T3

ST x 42;
FLUL1 WG;  
ST y 1;

INVL1 WG;
LD y; //1  
LD x;

A corrupt MP
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INVL1 WG;
LD y; //1  
LD x;

A corrupt MP
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A corrupt MP
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A corrupt MP
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